25 Reasons

Why Kirton Point Primary School Is Great

1. Caring staff, aware of complexities and diversity within the local community
2. Non-denominational; accepting and respectful of all religions and beliefs within the school and local community
3. Inexpensive, affordable school fees
4. Facilities targeted for children’s education
5. Strong focus and attention on students, who are considered as the prime clients
6. Learning programs that meet the needs of each child
7. Students and parent can walk to school, creating less traffic congestion
8. Clear and openly evident stance against bullying
9. Students form friendships networks within their local neighbourhood
10. Welcome access for community use of school facilities after hours
11. Creates a strong sense of community, often the hub of the community
12. Prepares students for life through the acceptance of differences and the development of resilience
13. The staff never give up on anyone, child or parent
14. Offers learning opportunities and work opportunities to adults within the community – teachers and volunteers – who may not get a fair go elsewhere
15. Has solid links with other government agencies, which helps to support student and their families
16. Staff continually seek ways to make all children literate and numerate for their world
17. Helps students understand cultural differences on a daily basis, both discreetly and overtly
18. Connected to local community centres and local businesses
19. Provides the catalyst for families getting to know each other in the local community
20. Builds a sense of community and a sense of belonging
21. Responsive to individual needs
22. Works closely with and for families that need support
23. Provides education for all, and not selective of potential enrolments
24. Creates employment in small towns/communities
25. Provides and consolidates strong values base for students